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Ibrahim Othman Hamad <ibrahim.hamad@su.edu.krd>

Invitation to Join Organizing Committee for ICESSU-2024
2 messages

Icessu Conference <info@icessu.net> Fri, Oct 27, 2023 at 9:34 AM
To: ibrahim.hamad@su.edu.krd

Dear Mr/Ms Ibrahim Othman Hamad

Greetings from IFERP!

On behalf of IFERP we invite you to join as “Organizing Committee Member” for the 4th International
Conference on Engineering Social Science and Humanities (ICESSU-2024)”, scheduled to take place
on March 29th &30th, 2024, in Manila, Philippines. This prestigious event is organized by the Institute For
Engineering Research and Publication (IFERP) – Philippines Society.

Conference website: https://www.icessu.com/

Your exceptional qualifications and remarkable experience in the field have come to our attention, making us
believe that you are an invaluable asset who can significantly contribute to the success of ICESSU-2024.
Your network and influence on research society and academic network will help this conference to drive on
right path.

 As a member of the Organizing Committee, you will be entrusted with vital responsibilities, including:

1.Collaborating to define and shape the conference theme.
2.Spearheading the development and management of session tracks.
3.Inviting and liaising with esteemed speakers and session chairs.
4.Extending invitations to prominent universities and distinguished research scholars.
5.Contributing your expertise as a speaker, reviewer, or session chair.
6.Receiving a well-deserved appreciation certificate for your dedication.

By accepting this invitation, you will not only strengthen your professional network but also have the 
opportunity to influence the direction of this important conference, while gaining recognition within the 
global engineering and technology community.

Should you choose to join our committee, kindly confirm your participation and kindly send your updated 
CV with a formal picture. we will provide you with detailed information regarding your role and 
responsibilities. Your participation will play a pivotal role in making ICESSU-2024 an exceptional event.

We look forward to the possibility of working closely with you to ensure the success of this conference.

Thanks & Regards,
Manigandan R
Conference Program Manager 

ICESSUE-24
IFERP
https://www.icessu.com/
info@icessue.net
WhatsApp: +91 9884078406
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Ibrahim Othman Hamad <ibrahim.hamad@su.edu.krd> Tue, Oct 31, 2023 at 7:05 PM
To: Icessu Conference <info@icessu.net>

Dear Mr. Manigandan R,

I hope this email finds you well. I would like to express my sincere gratitude for extending an invitation to me to join as an
"Organizing Committee Member" for the 4th International Conference on Engineering Social Science and Humanities
(ICESSU-2024). It is with great pleasure that I accept this invitation, and I am excited about the opportunity to contribute
to the success of this prestigious event.

I am truly honored to have been considered for this role and am committed to dedicating my efforts to ensure the
conference's success. I appreciate the confidence you have placed in my qualifications and experience in the field, and I
am eager to collaborate with you and the rest of the committee to help shape the direction of ICESSU-2024.

Please find attached my updated CV and a formal picture, as requested. I look forward to receiving more detailed
information about my role and responsibilities as a committee member. I am eager to get started and will do my utmost to
make ICESSU-2024 an exceptional event.

Once again, thank you for this opportunity, and I am excited to be part of the organizing committee. Please feel free to
reach out to me with any further instructions or information you may require.

Thank you and regards,

Ibrahim
[Quoted text hidden]
-- 
                       Best Regards
                Ibrahim Othman Hamad
         Assistant(Associate ) Professor in 
       Nonstandard Mathema�cal Analysis
              Department of Mathema�cs
College of Science, University of Salahaddin-Erbil
         Hawler (Erbil), Kurdistan Region-Iraq

Univ.  Email      : ibrahim.hamad@su.edu.krd

Pers. l Email : ibrahim_othman70@hotmail.com

Academic. Site : https://academics.su.edu.krd/ibrahim.hamad
ORCiD ID      : https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3994-1866
Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=WPB4LloAAAAJ

Research Gate : https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ibrahim_Othman_Hamad
LinkedIn            : https://www.linkedin.com/in/ibrahim-hamad-2b019895/  
Acadimia          : https://independent.academia.edu/iothmanhamad    
Mobile              : +964 (0)750 4630477
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